
“DISCO provides an enterprise ediscovery platform 

that is efficient, easy-to-use, and offers a predictable 

flat-rate pricing model critical for our department 

budget.”

— James Sheppard, Litigation Attorney

DISCO for Enterprise
Delivering enterprise-grade ediscovery solutions powered by the cloud 

Large law firms, corporations, and government agencies need 
ediscovery platforms that can enable complex functionality, 
accommodate extensive workflows, and manage large amounts 
of data securely. To meet these enterprise needs, they have 
relied on ediscovery platforms that have traditionally been 
offered as on-premise solutions, which have limitations around 
cost, maintainability, and scalability. Early cloud-based solutions 
offered scalability and ease of use, but lacked the advanced 
workflow and features that enterprise organizations required.

DISCO’s cloud-native application provides the extensive features 
and functionality that enterprises need, with the added bene-
fits of increased scalability and security. DISCO’s enterprise 
ediscovery platform combines the benefits of the cloud with 
consumer-grade ease-of-use to provide a modern solution 
for enterprise needs, while removing technical limitations and 
financial burden of on-premise solutions.
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Enterprise features
Organization management
DISCO provides a centralized cloud-based application to 
manage all the matters and review databases in your organiza-
tion. You can create a review database in just a few seconds and 
begin uploading documents immediately. Driven by a simple, 
yet powerful, user interface, you have access to a feature-rich 
administration console that also provides case management, 
usage metrics, and billing oversight. DISCO provides full control 
and visibility across all your projects, allowing you to better 
manage your matters and predict your costs.

Data management
Using DISCO, you can upload up to 4 TB of data per day, whether 
you have native files, load files, or overlays. DISCO automatically 
performs all the processing needed to ingest the data and have 
it ready for review, such as email threading, deduplication, 
near-dupe analysis, extracting and indexing all metadata, OCR, 
and imaging. Gain valuable insights quickly using DISCO’s inter-
active ECA dashboards that let you visualize your data better. 
Leverage DISCO AI by enabling tag predictions with a single 
button. Easily setup complex workflows for structured reviews 
and batching. Finally, quickly produce documents and generate 
your automated privilege log with ease. You can do all of this 
without needing to contact a vendor or an administrator.

User management
DISCO allows you to manage users across your organization, 
from reviewers and litigation support to outside counsel and 
expert witnesses, from a single intuitive interface. You can easily 
see their level of involvement and activities in all the matters 
and databases. Customizable role-based permissions give you 
fine-tuned control over which matters, databases, features, 
work product, and documents users can access. Two-factor 
authentication provides an extra layer of security to meet your 
security requirements. 

Powered by the cloud 
No expense of maintaining infrastructure
DISCO, which is hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
provides a dynamically scalable solution that automatically 
adjusts computing power and storage in real time based on 
your need. This removes the need to pay and wait to get larger 
servers, install operating systems, and update software for large 
matters with terabytes of data, hundreds of reviewers, and big 
productions with hundreds of gigabytes of data. No longer do 
you need to pay for and maintain hardware, server rooms, and 
the IT staff to keep all this up to date.

Latest technology, all the time
DISCO’s software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery model ensures 
that you always have the latest features, enhancements, and 
fixes. DISCO seamlessly rolls out updates every week, with no 
disruptive downtime or expensive upgrade process required 
on your part. Now you don’t have to wait months or years to 
take advantage of the latest technology for your matter. As our 
intuitive and easy-to-use features and enhancements are rolled 
out your matters incrementally throughout the year with in-app 
help guides, you no longer have to spend time and money on 
expansive retraining due to large changes users would other-
wise experience with traditional software upgrades.

Reliability, security, and disaster recovery
DISCO maintains multiple redundant data centers throughout 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure, physically isolated 
from each other. This ensures that if a rare catastrophic disas-
ter occurs, DISCO can immediately recover data and resume 
service. All data is backed up periodically throughout the day, 
nightly, and weekly to these data centers. Compliant with indus-
try-standard security certifications, such as SOC 2 and HIPAA, 
DISCO removes the need for you to pay to maintain data redun-
dancy, recovery, and security controls.
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